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WHO MADE THESE NAMED THIMBLES?  
 

None of the following named thimbles - "AUSSIE" - Coroza Silver - INVICTA - fall into any of the above 
themes nor makers nor in previous topics, but they are worth recording - in the hope that someone one 

day will know who made them. 
 

If and when the makers' names come to light, I will leave them in this section, as they were all made in 

the first half of the 20th century and the information can be shared with all questioning thimble 

collectors!! 

 

"AUSSIE" 
 

For those of you who collect Australian silver thimbles, this thimble has always been a puzzle as to the 
maker. Featured in my Thimbles of Australia, published in 1998, on pages 19-20, the maker still remains 

unknown 14 years after publication.  
 

Whilst researching Aussie thimbles, I was able to access every issue of the Australian jewellery trade 
magazine Commonwealth Jeweller and Watchmaker from 1916 to 1970 and I never found mention of 

either the maker or a mention of the Aussie thimble! So even if it was imported, it was not being 
marketed here either. 

 
"AUSSIE" is lettered in capitals between inverted commas, on the narrow band. On the verso, the 

following lettering appears in four separate lozenges - STS + maker's mark in between, which could be an 
anvil on its side or a flag + S L in a separate lozenge each. Interpret these marks as Sterling Silver Steel 
Lined as the AUSSIE thimbles attract a magnet. There are no size marks but all examples seem to be the 

same size. These are rare thimbles and were never made in any quantity.  
 

There is a scrolled-acanthus pattern above the name with a blank cartouche in a rectangular shape. The 
rest of the thimble is plainly indented. 

 
There are 3 possible makers in Australia - but it could be none of these.  

 
Aronson & Co of Melbourne registered their maker's mark of a flag, but thimbles known to have been 

made by Aronson, did not include this maker's mark.  

 
W.F.Cole a manufacturing jeweller of Brisbane, had a maker's mark of an anvil, which was used between 

1916 and 1945. No thimbles are ascribed to them.  
 

A. Hiddlestone and Co of Melbourne used the anvil mark between 1914 and 1927. They were bangle 
specialists! 

 
There is a possibility the thimbles were not even made in Australia - but commissioned for the Australian 

market. Its construction makes this a distinct possibility! 
 

If you can shed any light on this mystery thimble maker, please share! 

 

 
"AUSSIE" attracts a magnet 

 
maker's mark 

 
front of thimble 
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Coroza Silver 
 

This little mystery thimble has had everyone perplexed! Tho the thimble is marked in italics with Coroza 
Silver, this is not a sterling silver thimble - rather nickel silver.  

 
Just when I thought the above lettering statement was true, a Coroza thimble has turned up with small 

upper case lettering!!  

 
It is the mystery maker's symbol between the words Coroza and Silver that confuses collectors. It would 

be easy to mix up this mark with that of Charles Iles' - but the Iles registered maker's mark is an inverted 
triangle or shield with 3 touching thimbles inside. The Coroza has a triangle with four dots or pellets 

inside.  
 

The thimbles are sized on the rim. 

 
The lettering - being in italics - is also very similar to the lettering of Charles Iles The... thimbles. Why not 

then name this The Coroza? 
 

Lastly, look at the little cardboard thimble box - it is very reminiscent of the Charles Iles named thimble 
boxes. 

 

I believe that Iles is the only English manufacturer, who made millions of base metal thimbles, with a 
penchant for naming his thimble designs - so on balance he has to be the maker??!! 
What do you know or think - was the Coroza Silver thimble made by Charles Iles? 

 

 

 
Coroza Silver Thimbles box 

 
Coroza Silver wider band 

 
Coroza with different 

lettering!  

on a narrower band  
photo: W-D Scholz 
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INVICTA Silver 
 
 

This last mystery British thimble is marked on one side with INVICTA and on the other SILVER. The 
interesting aspect of this unknown maker's thimble is that there is a lining of steel at the inner rim, which 
attracts a magnet. I understand that not all Invicta thimbles attract a magnet - mine does! There is more 

than one pattern to these Invicta thimbles - do you have photos of others? 

 
Compare the Invicta with that which is marked A.CE. That thimble was patented by Alfred Constantine and 

it is his Rheumatism or Arthritis thimble of 1909. Both the Invicta and A.Ce have the distinctive steel-
copper-lined rim on the inner surface of the thimble. Were they both to be used for rheumatic fingers?  

 
There is a definite different shape to these two thimbles - the Invicta thimble has more of a "waist".  

 
In my opinion, Constantine only registered his design but I am sure he is not the maker - did Charles Iles 
make them? He was the premium English thimble manufacturer of base metal thimbles for 150 years and 

is known for his innovative designs. 
 

The first time the Invicta thimble came to my attention was in Diane Pelham Burn’s additions to her 
Identifying steel-cored thimbles in an update published in January 1994 by the Dorset Thimble Society. It 

is listed as … “Plain (fine indentations). Marked ‘SILVER’ on band. Inner band of copper & steel”.  

 
The A.Ce arthritis thimbles also featured in the Pelham Burn book, on p27. Di illustrates three different 

patterns. 
 

In one of the 1950 issues of Commonwealth Jeweller and Watchmaker there is an advertisement for the 
Australian jewellery trade by Magnus Goldring of Sydney. They were manufacturers of "Britannic" and 

"Invicta" jewellery, gold & silver goods. The name "Invicta" has to be a coincidence - or not? Maybe they 
were importing the Invicta thimbles from England as they had incorporated Edwin Harrop, jewellers from 

London, from 1915. 
 

Early Australian army buttons are also lettered Invicta. 
 

Can anyone unravel the maker's name of the Invicta thimbles? 
 

 

 
Holmes Notes and Queries no 5 -winter 1989  

showing the shape & cross-section of Invicta thimbles 

 

 

 

 
Invicta Silver thimbles  

C & R photos: W-D Scholz 

 
Silver on verso of Invicta 
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showing all aspects of one Invicta Silver thimble 

 
Invicta inner rims  

note copper showing at rim on right  
R photo: W-D Scholz 

 
this Invicta attracts a magnet 

 
A.Ce rheumatism thimble  

Pat 6253 in 1909  
Alfred Constantine - patentee  

L photo: W-D Scholz  
R photo: I Schwall 

 
A.Ce inner rim  

photo: W-D Scholz 
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